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MB6813

BLUE FISH
Re-freezable ice pack
Design by Alma Shaham & 
Oded Friedland

Re-freezable ice pack for 
lunch boxes. Fish shaped 
mini-ice pack, ideal for 
lunchboxes and small 
containers. 

Prefilled with non-toxic fluid 
and secured with welded cap, 
ready to be placed in your 
freezer for tomorrow's meals 
to go.

Plastic 
11.8X2X6cm
BPA free

32

See our collection of videos on YouTube:
www.youtube.com/MbDesignTube

Monkey Business has been adding the extra to the ordinary since 1994. We shine a light on the 
little things that make up your day so you can see them from a new perspective. It is our aim to 
bring beauty and originality to the home & office and to help organize surroundings with style. 

Our products are expertly designed yet affordable. Practical yet humorous. The leading product 
designers of Israel, from talented youngsters to experienced professionals, all contribute to our 
wide ranging and eclectic mix of innovative design gifts. This season we take the opportunity to 
wish everyone a safe and healthy year –
And remember: a small, funny and useful gift shows your loved ones you are thinking of them!

cover illustration:
Eitan Eloa

monkeybusinessdesign

Monkey Business

Monkey Business Design

And join us on:
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MB6804 Cub
MB6805 Mom

BLUE BEAR
Re-freezable ice pack for 
lunch boxes and picnics
Design by Alma Shaham 
& Oded Friedland 

Next time you want to chill your icebox, picnic basket or 
lunchbox why not use something COOL?
These bear shaped ice blocks are available in 2 cute sizes 
(mom & cub) and they come prefilled with non toxic fluid, 
ready to be placed in your freezer and await their turn to chill.  
Ideal for children's lunch boxes and family outings

Plastic 
13X2X6.6cm (Cub)
18.1X2X9.5cm (Mom)
BPA free

MB6822 Bear
MB6823 Fish

GOOD TO GO LUNCHBOX

MB6824 Bear
MB6825 Fish

GOOD TO GO

Lunchbox, ice pack & silicone 
band. Everything you need for 
a chilled lunchbreak! Our set of 
bamboo fiber container, reusable 
icepack and elastic silicone band 
ensure that your lunch-to-go 
will be cool. For you and for the 
environment!

Available in Blue Fish & Blue 
Bear themes

Bamboo Fiber
18.5X12.5X6.8cm

Lunchbox, ice pack, 
silicone band & insulated 
cooler bag. For extra 
coolness, carry your Good 
to Go Lunchbox in our 
insulated cooler bag. 

20.5X15X23cm 

LUNCH SET
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MB6774
MB6775

FINN
Pastry & basting brush
Design by Reddish Studio

Fish shaped silicone brush 
with wood handle. Looks great 
hanging in your kitchen

Wood & Silicone
20.7x1.6x3.8cm
Dishwasher safe

MB6756

CHILL BILL
For Absorbing Fridge Odours
Design by hu.be & Luka Or

Fill with baking soda and 
place in your refrigerator to 
absorb unwanted smells. 
Replace the baking soda 
when you feel it is no longer 
effective

Plastic & Silicone
10.1x6.5x5.3cm

AWARD

Just add Baking Soda!
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MB841 
MB842 
MB474
MB473

KAROTO
Sharpener & peeler
Design by Avichai Tadmor

Peel, sharpen & curl 
ribbons of carrots, zucchini, 
cucumbers and other similar 
shaped vegetables to decorate 
and add flair to your salads 
and dishes

Plastic and Steel blades 
7.8x5.5x4cm

2013 AWARD

MB843
Krate of Karoto

MB6789

KAROTO JULIENNE
Sharpener & Julienne blade
Design by Avichai Tadmor

Add some BITE to 
your Karoto peeler 

with the new Karoto 
Julienne. Creates strips 
from carrots, zucchini, 
cucumbers and other 
roots and vegetables

Plastic with 
stainless steel blades
7.8x5.5x4cm

MB6788

KAROTO 2
Sharpener, peeler & Julienne blade
Design by Avichai Tadmor

It's a team effort! a Karoto original + a Karoto Julienne in our 
new combo pack. Your garnish will never be the same again… 

Plastic with stainless steel blades 
7.8x5.5x4cm



MB802 
MB803

CUCUMBO
Spiral slicer
Design by Avichai Tadmor

This spiral slicer will add colour to 
your kitchen and fun to your salads 
Ideal for cucumbers & zucchini

Plastic
8x7x4cm

1110

MB6768

PEEL APPEAL
Orange peeler
Design by Itamar Burstein

For a perfect orange, a leaf 
that helps peel the fruit.
Cuts the peel just right and 
looks great as a decoration
in your bowl!

Plastic
3.8x0.5x10.1cm
Dishwasher safe

Assorted

Wooden tongs with silicone face. For all 
purpose handling of food & salads while 
cooking or serving

Bamboo & Silicone
26.3x5.8x2.4cm

MB6777
MB6778
MB6776

KING TONG
Kitchen tongs
Design by Dov Ganchrow

AWARD
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MB6726

JUICE BRUCE
Lemon squeezer
Design by 
Studio Yaacov Kaufman

You might be fooled by 
Bruce’s good looks, but 
he is not just eye candy!

There is nothing that 
Bruce enjoys more 
than juicing citrus 
fruits. Head first he 
goes -  into the lemon, 
twisting and turning 
until every last drop 
has been extracted

Wood
4.5x4.5x15cm

MB6728

BELLE
Fresh pod
Design by Luka Or

Keep leftover lemon 
halves, onions and 
such so they remain 
fresh and don’t fill 
your refrigerator with 
unwanted smells

Plastic 
10x10x12cm
Dishwasher safe
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MB6808 

MELO MAN
Fruit baller
Design by Shir Senior

MB6734

PEPO FOREST
Watermelon cutter
Design by Avihai Shurin

MB948 

PEPO
Watermelon slicer
Design by Avihai Shurin

Reduce the mess and 
increase the fun. Perfect 
for kids and parties

Plastic & stainless steel
12x6.5x4cm
Dishwasher safe

Blau-Grau dunkel:

CMYK  
45-5-0-45

PANTONE  
5415 C

Blau-Grau hell:

CMYK  
30-0-0-25

PANTONE  
550 C

Logo farbig

Logo black

Messe Univers  
Bold Condensed

Messe Univers  
Light

Plastic & stainless steal
12.8x8x4cm
Dishwasher safe

AWARD

His friends call him mellow, we think he's 
just shy… Standing, waiting patiently on 
your worktop until you need some scooping 
done – Melo Man creates perfect balls 
from melons & watermelons.

Plastic & stainless steel 
3.5X2X15cm
Dishwasher safe



Be creative & personalize your eggs

1. Insert tip into 
warm, melted 
chocolate

2. Fill pencil with  
chocolate by
pulling the handle
Wipe away any Chocolate 
from outer rim of the pencil

3. Decorate by gently 
squeezing the lower 
part of the pencil
For best result test before 
writing on surface

squeeze

pull

MB989

WRITE ON!
Decorating tool
Design by Avichai Tadmor

For creative decorating of 
cakes, cookies, pancakes 
& more

Silicone & plastic
3x3x15cm
Dishwasher safe

1716

MB485

SUNNYSIDE
Fried Egg Shaper
Design by Avihai Shurin

Shine some light onto your  
breakfast table with this silicone 
egg shaper that will make your 
plate a work of art

Silicone 
13.8x11x2.4cm

MB810

GREGG’S
Fried Eggs Shaper
Design by
Avihai Shurin

This two fried eggs 
mold will bring your 
breakfast presentation  
to new levels of
  artistry

     Silicone 
       17x14x2.5cm 

MB976

LEAVES 
Maple Leaf pancake shaper
Design by Avihai Shurin

Take your pancake creations 
to new heights with our 
revolutionary pancake mold. 
Follow the instructions for  

expert pancake art that looks 
as good as it tastes. And 

don’t forget the maple syrup!

Silicone
17.5x16.8x1.8cm
Dishwasher safe
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MB6793

ROTELLE
Trivet
Design by Avichai Tadmor

MB6794

MEZZELUNE
Silicone grip
Design by Avichai Tadmor

MB6817

CONCHIGLIE
Silicone lemon squeezer
Design by Avichai Tadmor

A Mezzelune shaped oven mitt made of sturdy silicone. 
Suitable for handling hot trays & dishes

Silicone 
12.3X7.5X8.6cm
Dishwasher safe
Heat resistant up to 240 °C/464 °F

Big Pasta shaped trivet for serving your hot pots. 
Add an Italian touch to your food presentation

Silicone 
15.1X15.1X1.8cm
Dishwasher safe
Heat resistant
up to 240 °C/464 °F

Big Pasta for squeezing 
lemon halves easily with a 
large smile and no mess. 
The silicone seashell is 
designed for maximum 
juice, it prevents eye-squirts 
and also strains the seeds 
so they don’t get in the food.

And if you don’t need the 
whole lemon, you can store 
the remaining half inside 
Conchiglie, ready for the 
next squeeze! 

Silicone 
11.1X7.4X7.4 cm
Dishwasher safe
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MB883

RAVIOLI
Spoon rest
Design by Avichai Tadmor

An oversized Ravioli to cushion your 
cooking utensils and keep the work area 
tidy and cheerful

Silicone
12.2x12.2x1.4cm
Dishwasher safe

MB884 

MAFALDINE
Elastic silicone bands
Design by Avichai Tadmor

Seal, secure and 
tether, in the kitchen 
or wherever 

Pack includes 6 bands
Silicone
9x9x1.4cm

MB825

PENNELI
Garlic peeler
Design by Avichai Tadmor

A silicone garlic peeler to compliment your pasta dishes!  
Peel garlic cloves quickly and easily by rolling  
them in the oversized penne tube 

Silicone 
12.8x3.7x3.7cm
Dishwasher safe

MB826

FARFALLONI
Silicone pot grips 
Design by Avichai Tadmor

Farfalle shaped silicone for gripping  
hot handles in the kitchen 
Buon appetito!

Silicone 
11x8.5x3.7cm



Penneli
1 Garlic peeler

Farfalloni
2 Pot grips

Mafaldine
3 Kitchen bands

2322

Ravioli
1 Spoon rest

MB966

PASTA GRANDE
Silicone Kitchen tools
Design by Avichai Tadmor

4 pasta shaped kitchen tools brought together in a 
beautiful giftpack
Pack includes:
1 set of Farfalloni pot grips
1 Ravioli spoon rest
1 Penneli garlic peeler
3 Mafaldine elastic bands

Silicone
15x7x29cm

MB6755

SPAGHETTI
Pasta serving tool 
Design by
Avichai Tadmor

Spaghetti Shaped Serving Spoon. 
Splendid!

Plastic
33.4x6.1x4.5cm
      Heat resistant, up to 120°C 248°F
              Dishwasher safe
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MB429

LID SID 
Letting off steam 
Design by Luka Or

Lid Sid will keep the covers of your pots and pans open 
when they need some air, and will raise smiles whenever 
you use him

Silicone
Pack of 2- red &white 
4.8x2.2x4.5cm

Letting off steam

MB847 
Display of 24

MB6792

HIKE MIKE
Herb Infuser
Design by Luka Or

Fill the stainless steel infuser 
with your choice of herbs and 
spices, drop it into the pot and let 
Mike do the rest.
While he gets his exercise scaling 
the side of your pot, Mike also 
anchors your infuser so it doesn’t 
disappear into the soup!

Silicone & stainless steel
8.5X8.5X10.8cm
Dishwasher safe
Heat resistant
up to 240 °C/464 °F
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MB811

HUG DOUG 
Spoon saver 
Design by 
Hagai Zakai & Luka Or

Douglas is very protective of kitchen utensils,  
ensuring that they don’t disappear into the soup  
or make a mess while lying around.  
A helpful companion around the kitchen,  
though he does tend to be a bit clingy

Silicone 
4.2x5.7x2.6cm  

Lid Sid’s wife, Hug Doug’s mother – June loves her spoon!

Silicone
8.3x10.9x5.8 cm
Spoon is not included
Fits any diameter between 8-11 cm / 3.1 - 4.3"
Dishwasher safe

MB6770
MB6771

JUNE SPOON
Attachable spoon holder
Design by
Hagai Zakai & Luka Or
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MB845 

TIPSI
Bottle pourer spout
Design by Hagai Zakai

Re use wine bottles with the double sided 
olive oil pourer. Two different sized spouts help 
control the amount of oil coming through.
A great solution for controlling many bottled 
liquid such as syrup, vinegar, soy sauce. 
Experiment!

Silicone
4.4x2.9x6.7cm
Fits standard wine bottles

MB974
MB975

MODESTO
Towel holder
Design by Hagai Zakair

Modesto will hold your 
hand towel in place so it is 
just where you need it
Cover up lad!

Silicone
3x2.5x8cm

Connects to surface with 
adhesive tape

Connects to 
surface with 
adhesive tape

MB6729

MARIO
Pot lid holder with a moustache
Design by Igloo design

Where to lay that hot pot lid 
so it doesn’t get in the way 
or make a mess? The Mario 
lid holder is designed to hold 
different sized pot lids leaving 

your worktop clean and your hands free for cooking and 
serving – Looks the part too with classic chef’s moustache

Plastic & metal wire
15.5x16.5x10cm
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MB824

BETTY’S
Silicone spoon rest
Design by Wishlist

Betty is quite strict when it comes to 
her own appearance and she likes her 
surroundings to be immaculate too. There 
is nothing she enjoys more than keeping 
your cooking utensils from making a mess

Not just another faceless kitchen accessory

Silicone 
12.7x9.8x1.8cm 

JUST HANGING
Kitchen hooks
Design by Luka Or

These monkeys are the business!        
They might look like they are just fooling 
around but hang them in your kitchen and 
they will help out with the kitchenware

Plastic
5.5x4x12cm
Pack includes 3 hooks (single color)

MB936 MB937 MB938
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MB6751

BISKVITI
Tea infuser
Design by Assaf Hazan

For a perfect cup of tea, use a 
biscuit that never gets soggy.
Fill the biscuit shaped infuser with 
your favourite blend of tea and leave 
to soak in hot water

Silicon & stainless steel 
10.4x3.7x1.7cm
Dishwasher safe

AWARD

MB6753

NUTTER
Cookie cutter 
Design by Avichai Tadmor

Give your cookies a hug!

Squirrel shaped cookie cutter.
For deluxe cookies, use your favourite recipe 
and just fold Skippy’s hands so they grasp an 
almond, cashew or any small nut

Plastic     6.8x6.8x2cm     Dishwasher safe

MB6782

TULIP
Honey dripper
Design by Dov 
Ganchrow

Honey Dipper that 
fits onto your tea 
cup or the ledge of 
your honey jar.
No more unwanted 
dripping, it all goes 
back in the jar!

Wood & Plastic
3.1x3.1x15.1cm

Materials are heat
resistant - up to 120°



MB6795 
Assorted display of 24

3534

CORKERS DINOSAURS
Design by Reddish Studio & Oded Friedland

Go pre-historic with the help of a bottle of 
wine and our Corkers Dino's series !
Mix & match the different characters into 
hilarious new combinations.

Plastic & steel 
Each set includes the body 
parts required for one Corker
Cork not included

MB6797 Tyson

MB6800 Storm

MB6799 Max

MB6798 Spike
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CORKERS ROBOTS

Available in 4 designs:
Yuri, Bella, Willy, Luke

Plastic & steel 
Each set includes the body parts
required for one Corker
Cork not included

MB762
Assorted display of 24 

MB763 Yuri  MB764 Bella

MB766 Luke

MB765 Willy 

CORKERS IN SPACE
Design by Reddish Studio 
& Oded Friedland

These Corkers boldly go where 
no Corker has gone before. 
Explore the final frontier with 
the help of a bottle of wine and 
these collectibles

Plastic & steel 
Each set includes the 
body parts required for one Corker
Cork not included

MB6747 Major Thomas

MB6750 Galileo 17

MB6748 Lazer

MB6749 Zex

MB6745 
Assorted display of 24
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MB423 Monkey  MB424 Deer MB425 Buffalo

MB426 Bear MB428 CrowMB427 Bunny 

CORKERS ANIMALS

Available in 6 designs: Monkey, 
Deer, Buffalo, Bear, Bunny & Crow

Plastic & steel 
Each set includes the body parts
required for one Corker
Cork not included MB422

Assorted display of 36 

CORKERS CLASSICS

Take a trip down memory lane with 
the help of our classic toys series and 
a bottle of wine

Plastic & steel 
Each set includes the body parts
required for one Corker
Cork not included

MB905
Assorted display of 36 

MB907 Nelson 

MB908 Rocky

MB909 Ann

MB910 Ralf MB912 Karl

MB911 Captain Curtis
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CORKERS TOTEM

Take your dinner parties to 
the next level with the Corkers 
Totem kit

Plastic & steel
Enables stacking of 3 corks.
Each set includes the body parts 
required for 3 corks - one totem

 

CORKERS PINO

Pin Pino to life, just like 
Geppetto did to his cousin

Plastic & steel 
Comes with 2 lengths of nose and a 
pair of donkeys ears.
Each set includes the body parts 
required for one Corker
Cork not included

MB868 

MB876
Full display of 18

MB837

MB836
Full display of 24

MB6721

CORKERS 
PRESENTATION UNIT
Solution for presenting corkers in store

Display your Corkers in style 
with this marketing aid

2 corkers included
Plastic
21.7x9x9.3cm

MB6779

CORKERS MDF DISPLAY
Holds 48 units (4X12 designs)

MDF
34x26.5x36cm (when assembled)
Ships flat packed
Corkers and corks not included
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BEANIE
Bottle stoppers
Design by Sketcha

Pack of 2
MB6724 
MB6725 

Single
MB6764 
MB6763 

Just plug a partly full bottle with a Bottle 
Beanie and keep your wine for later 
enjoyment.
Drink sensibly – no need to empty the 
bottle!

Silicone
5x5x5.5cm

Pack of 2 Single

MB991
MB990 Full display

MOBILO
Mobile in a Bottle
Design by Itamar Burstein

Decorate your wine bottles with this mini 
mobile.

Plastic & steel
14x10.5x0.8cm
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MB851

MTA HAIR CLIP
Mini tools clip
Design by Yaacov Goldberg

Screw drivers, wrench, trolley coin, ruler 
& cutting edge, all combined in this tiny 
hair clip.A multi functional hair clip that 
doubles as a toolbox on the go! 

Stainless steel
6x2.4x1.2cm

Ruler

Large Screwdriver

Flat Phillips Screwdriver

Cutter

8mm (16/5) Wrench

Trolley coin

Small Screwdriver

MB6826 Asst.
MB6827 Black
MB6828 Silver
MB6829 Gold

PEGGY TOO
Mini tool
Design by Yaacov Goldberg

It’s a Keyring! It's for your Earphones! It Opens 
Bottles! It Closes Bags! It Measures! It Scrapes! And 
if you really want, it can also secure your laundry! 

Our new multi-tool comes in the form of a clothes 
pin, convenient to clip onto most things, or to take 
with you as a super practical keyring.

Available in Gold, Silver and Black

Aluminum
9X1.5X1.9 cm

Ruler

Bottle opener

Earphones holder

Scraper

Clothespin

Key chain hole
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MB981

MTA HAIR CLIP
Lady
Design by Yaacov Goldberg

Stainless steel
5.2x1.9x0.6cm

MB982

MTA HAIR CLIP
Blackfin
Design by Yaacov Goldberg

Stainless steel
5.2x1.9x0.6cm

Ruler

Ruler

Box Opener

Bottle Opener

Bottle Opener

Scraper

Scraper

Serrated Knife

Small Screwdriver

Small Screwdriver

Nail file

Nail file

MB6818 Asstd
MB6819 Red
MB6820 Pink
MB6821 Yellow

LOLLYPOP
Pencil sharpener
Design by Avichai Tadmor

A sharpener that’s guaranteed 
to raise a smile. For perfect 
sharpening of pencils with no 
dental consequences. Twists open 
easily for emptying when full.

Dentists agree – '..the Lollypop 
pencil sharpener is a game 
changer in the world of candy 
shaped stationary tools!

Plastic
5.3X5.3X15cm
pencil included
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MB6743

GINGER
Screen hook
Design by Avichai Tadmor

Connect Ginger to your 
computer screen and use his 
tail for hanging accessories 
such as headphones, keys, 
cables – anything you want 
within reach of your computer.
Connects to surface with 
adhesive tape, included

Plastic
12.4x10.4x1.8cm

Connects to 
surface with 
adhesive tape

MB274 

MEMO MOUNTAIN
Memo board
Design by Reddish Studio

A landscape for your notes! 
Brighten up your work area 
or home with this refreshing 
memo board. Can be mounted 
on monitor screens, windows, 
doors, mirrors… 

RB211 

BATTERY BOX
Used batteries storage
Design by Oded Friedland

The perfect solution for temporary 
storage of used batteries

Printed tin 
7.5x7.5x14.2cm

Includes mountain shaped 
cork board and 9 tree 
shaped pushpins
30x1.2x7cm
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MM243
MM244
MM245

MORRIS MEMO
Memo holder 
Design by Studio Yaacov Kaufman

MB774

ROBIN
Memo holder
Design by Studio Yaacov Kaufman

Robin is younger than Morris, and 
slimmer than Bianca, but don’t let his 
cute looks fool you – he carries the 
weight and is just as reliable!

Plastic 
140 memo notes included
18x6.5x15.5cm

Morris Memo carries your blank memo's until you need 
them, and can obediently display your notes so that 
they don't get missed or forgotten. A useful and friendly 
companion for any desk

Plastic 
140 memo notes included.
13.5x3x15cm

MB391

GEPPETTO'S 
Pencil sharpener
Design by Avichai Tadmor

Long nose or short nose, Geppetto knows 
how to design a pencil sharpener that is 
cute and has real character

Plastic 
Gift packed with pencil included
6x6x6cm

MB947

NAIL IT
Finger saver
Design by Avihai Shurin

Holds the nail in position 
while keeping your fingers out 
of harm’s way

Suits most nail sizes. 
Plastic
6.6x2.3x0.8cm
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CLOUDY
Sponge holder
Design by Design 44

For all weather dish washing

Plastic, pvc, & sponge
12.2x4.5x8cm
connects to surface with suction cup

MB6757

SINKFIN 
Drain Strainer
Design by Sketcha

We all approach the kitchen 
sink dreading what might 
await us there…
Add some playfulness to your 
daily chore with this Sharkfin 
strainer that will appear out of 
the deep as the water drains

Silicone
11x11x1.1cm
Dishwasher safe

back

connects to surface with 
suction cup

5352

MB944
MB945

 

FLY BY
Reflection jewelry hanger
Design by Dor Tal

Hang the bling on a wing

Plastic
6x4x4cm
Pack includes 3 hangers
Connects to surface with 
adhesive tape

MB463

PEGZINI FAMILY
Laundry pegs
Design by Oded Friedland
Character illustration: Inbal Hoffman

The five most daring laundry
pegs ever seen. Gravity
defying and laundry drying!

Plastic 
Pack of 5 pegs
13x5x1.7cm
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MB993

GIFTED
Elastic ribbon bands
Design by Reddish Studio

Silicone
Pack includes
10 red bands 
in two sizes:
5pcs x 5cm 
5pcs x 8cm

MB983

GIFTED MULTICOLOUR
Elastic ribbon bands
Design by Reddish Studio

A Ribbon is worth a 
thousand words.
Transform anything into a 
gift with these flexible silicon 
ribbon bands.
An easy to use, decorative 
addition to traditional 
giftwrap or simply place 
a ribbon directly onto an 
object and watch it become 
“Gifted” spontaneously

Silicone
Pack includes 10 assorted colour 
bands in two sizes:
5pcs x 5cm 
5pcs x 8cm

AWARD

MB6738
MB6739 
MB6740 

AWARD

MB6736

LANDSCAPE
Landscape stencil & ruler
Design by Shelly Freiman

Draw a variety of beautiful landscapes with 
the help of this magical ruler. The latest addition 
to our Skyline Ruler range departs the urban settings of its 
predecessors and heads into the wild. Hours of creative fun for 
children and for adults!

Plastic
5.8X0.2X20cm

ELLI
Rolling coins bank
Design by Igloo design

A baby elephant bank 
for storing change. Just 
roll the coins along 
Elli’s trunk and they will 
collect until needed. 
Great for teaching young 
children to save their 
pennies

Plastic
18.5x18x4.2cm
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SKYLINE RULER
Design by Shelly Freiman

Use the straight side of the ruler for everyday measuring 
or take the scenic route when you have time to spare. 
The perfect gift to bring home from your travels
Prepacked in display - Single city, or assorted
London, Paris, New York

Plastic
20cm

MB794  London

MB795  Paris

 

MB796  New York 

MB839  Assorted pack of 24   -   London, Paris, New York

MB878  Tel-Aviv

MB879  Tokyo

MB900  Barcelona 

 

MB797  Berlin

 

MB799  Amsterdam

 

MB800  Toronto

 

MB780  Jerusalem

 
MB977  Sydney
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MB6786

4 HANGER DISPLAY
Versatile hanging 
for up to 4 MB products

MDF & metal hangers
20.5x40.5x33cm (when assembled)
Ships flat packed
4 metal hangers included

MB6727

MB LOGO
In store shelf branding

Nothing says “yes, we stock Monkey Business” 
better than a strategically placed logo

Wood
17x2.2x6cm

 Socialize with us…

monkeybusinessdesign Monkey Business Monkey Business Design

We see our retailers as partners, and have a variety of opportunities to collaborate on 
social media. Contact us to hear more about our different programs:

sales@monkey-bus.co.il
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Head office:
sales@monkey-bus.co.il
3 Hebron Street Tel Aviv 6314903 Israel
t +972-3-5283808  f +972-3-5284195

US trade:
customercare@monkeybusinessusa.com
Call toll free: (855) 444-7801  
Fax: (516) 248-4518

www.monkeybusiness.co.il


